We present an experimental realization of Hardy's thought experiment [Phys. Rev. Lett. 68, 2981], using photons. The experiment consists of a pair of Mach-Zehnder interferometers that interact through photon bunching at a beam splitter. A striking contradiction is created between the predictions of quantum mechanics and local hidden variables. The contradiction relies on nonmaximally entangled position states of two particles. A Clauser-Horne-type inequality is derived and violated.
Quantum mechanics poses a challenge to the notion that objects carry with them values of observables, such as position, that both determine the outcomes of measurements and that are local, i.e., uninfluenced by events that happen outside the object's backward light cone. It was first pointed out by Bell [1] that the predicted correlations between outcomes of measurements on two spatially separated systems prepared in an entangled quantum state, were too strong to be reproduced by any theory based on local ''hidden'' variables (LHVs). He formulated an inequality which places a bound on the correlations predicted by any such theory, opening the possibility of performing experimental tests whose realization [2] decided in favor of quantum mechanics. By considering three particles in an entangled quantum state Greenberger, Horne, and Zeilinger (GHZ) [3] later proposed a scheme in which quantum mechanics and LHV theories predict opposite measurement outcomes, leading to an even stronger contrast between the two. The predictions were verified with polarization entangled photons [4] .
More recently, Hardy formulated a thought experiment [5] that involves only two spatially separated particles, like in the Bell case, but which leads to a strong contradiction between the LHV and quantum mechanical predictions in a similar spirit to the GHZ scheme. A crucial feature in Hardy's thought experiment is that the two particles are nonmaximally entangled. He later generalized his scheme in a way that could be tested with polarization entangled photons [6, 7] . Here we present an experimental realization of Hardy's original thought experiment, using photons. The scheme follows essentially the proposal of Ref. [8] . It differs from the polarization-based scheme in that the variables used are paths taken by photons. This makes the contradiction particularly striking, since position is an external variable that translates intuitively to its classical equivalent.
The basic building block of Hardy's thought experiment is a Mach-Zehnder interferometer for quantum particles (Fig. 1, shaded area) . The interferometer is tuned so that particles entering in arm e ÿ exit in arm c ÿ :
If the amplitude for the particle in one arm, say w ÿ , were to be obstructed by a second particle in w that collides with it, only the v amplitude would reach the second beam splitter, and would split into arms c and d with equal amplitude. The detection of a particle in d would thus indicate the presence of the obstructing particle without the latter being affected. For this reason, this scheme was named ''interaction-free measurement'' [9] .
Hardy's original thought experiment ( Fig. 1 ) has two interferometers, one for electrons and one for positrons, arranged in such a way that their w arms intersect. If both the electron and the positron take arms w in their respective interferometers, they will annihilate with certainty to pro- The American Physical Society duce gamma radiation: jw ijw ÿ i ! ji. Therefore the presence of either particle in its w arm will affect the other's interferometer output:
The situation can be analyzed in terms of two simultaneous interaction-free measurements: From the point of view of the interferometer on the left, a click at d implies the presence of the obstructing electron in
Similarly, for the interferometer on the right, a click at d ÿ implies the presence of the positron in u : d ÿ ) u . Indeed, every time a click is recorded at d the other particle is found in u . If we assume the particles are independent (described by LHVs), we conclude that they can never emerge simultaneously in d and d ÿ . This would imply that they were in u and u ÿ , which cannot occur because of the annihilation process.
A paradox then arises because sometimes [Eq. (1)] the particles do emerge simultaneously at d and d ÿ (with probability p It is striking to analyze a single run of the experiment in which a click is recorded at d and d ÿ from the point of view of different frames of reference [5, 10] . A frame of reference can always be chosen in which one particle, say the positron, reaches a detector before the other reaches the final beam splitter. In that frame upon recording a click at d one can make the prediction that the electron is in u ÿ with p 1 since the state of the electron is projected onto ju ÿ i. Alternatively, one can choose a frame moving in the opposite direction and, upon recording a d ÿ event, predict with certainty that the positron is in u . Thinking locally, one would then argue that each particle must have traveled in its w arm. However, by comparing results in the different frames one then runs into a contradiction because, had they come from w and w ÿ , they would have annihilated. Of course, in the context of an experiment, one has to first build up confidence in the validity of the predictions d ) u and the annihilation in order for d d ÿ clicks to constitute evidence for a paradox.
Our scheme to implement the thought experiment uses indistinguishable photons as a substitute for the electron and positron, and photon bunching at a beam splitter [11] as the annihilating interaction. The central part of our setup is a set of seven beam splitters arranged as in Fig. 2 and w ÿ bunch. The outermost beam splitters balance the losses from one interferometer to the other. Postselection of the cases in which one photon emerges from each interferometer leads to a state identical to that of Hardy's thought experiment (Fig. 1) . 
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One can use the equalities (derived as above)
to bound the last three terms on the right-hand side:
Using this inequality in Eq. (4) gives the final result:
which is similar to the Clauser-Horne inequality [12] .
We now discuss the experimental requirements to violate this inequality. The quality of the bunching depends on the distinguishability of the photons emerging from the central beam splitter. The parts of their wave packets that are distinguishable do not bunch and are either both reflected, both transmitted, or end up on the same side. The case in which they are both reflected is equivalent to each particle remaining in its own interferometer and leads to a c c ÿ click. The case in which they are both transmitted, however, leads to the photons each emerging randomly from the last beam splitters giving an equal amount of c c
Consequently, the quality of the implications depends only on the quality of the interferometers, which can be made high by careful alignment. By contrast, the quality of the annihilation poses a significant restriction. A u u ÿ event arising from the distinguishable amplitudes both swapping interferometer only leads to 0] , this leads to the requirement that the probability that the photons are distinguishable pdisting: be less than In our experiment (Fig. 2) a Ti:sapphire mode-locked laser produces light pulses of 120 fs duration, centered at a wavelength of 780 nm, at a repetition rate of 82 MHz. The light is frequency doubled using a -barium borate (-BBO) crystal. The frequency doubled light arrives at a second, 2 mm thick -BBO crystal where it is downconverted [13] to produce pairs of near-degenerate photons having orthogonal polarization. To make the photons less distinguishable, two 3 nm bandwidth filters were placed in arms e and e ÿ , together with a half-wave plate at 45 in arm e to align the polarizations. For a detailed discussion on the effect of filters on bunching in this type of system, see [14] . The light then passes through the setup and is detected at c , Figure 3 shows the quality of the interferometers and bunching at the time of the experiment. The probability of a d d ÿ click from two photons accidentally emerging in the d arms is less than 0.55%. The quality of the bunching is above the threshold required to measure a violation [pdisting: 8% < 12:5%]. Figure 4 shows a comparison between the measured Nd d ÿ and the LHV bound on it, given by the sum of the measured Nd v ÿ , Nd ÿ v , and Nu u ÿ . We find a violation of the LHV inequality Eq. (5) by 12 standard deviations. The violation is consistent with the quantum mechanical predictions based on the probability of bunching and the detection efficiencies in our setup.
In conclusion, we have implemented Hardy's thought experiment consisting of two interacting Mach-Zehnder interferometers, demonstrating the contradiction between quantum mechanics and LHV theories in a striking way. It should be noted that the concept of creating entanglement by influencing a single photon interferometer with another photon also plays a crucial role in optical approaches to quantum logic gates [15] .
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